Billingshurst Primary School

Sports Update
Sports Events w/c 23rd November 2015
Girls Football League Tournament – Friday 27th November 2015
Meeting 2 of the Horsham Primary School Girls Football League saw
teams stranded out into ability-based divisions and a number of close
games ensued as a result. In Division A no team went unbeaten although
with four wins out of their five games Shelley Primary achieved top
position. Only second placed Steyning managed to thwart them in a
match decided by a single goal. Steyning would have matched Shelley’s
points total but for being held to a goalless draw by Southwater A, a
team whose mixed results attained them third spot just above Greenway,
another unpredictable side who are brilliant at their best but vulnerable
at their worst. Southwater B and Castelwood were competitive and
gained some points from draws but finished in the bottom two relegation
spots so they can look forward to some easier matches in this week’s
final meeting. North Holmes turned on the style in Division B racking up
12 goals without reply on their way to accumulating a full house of five
wins although nearest rivals Billingshurst were obstinate in a game that
finished 1-0. Billingshurst took the second promotion spot by virtue of
superior goal difference over Southwater C. When the two actually met
they could not be split, fighting out a 0-0 draw. Indeed there were plenty
of draws and the less experienced teams at the bottom – Greenway B
and Kingslea A and B – shared the bulk of them to put some welcome
points against their name despite their lowly positions. Important thing
for all the players and teams on show is that they are improving, learning
and having fun. Bring on this week’s third and final meeting on the
Tanbridge Astro Turf when the league will be decided.
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